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Abstract
The Sleator-Tarjan competitive analysis of paging [Comm. of the ACM; 28:202{
208, 1985] gives us the ability to make strong theoretical statements about the
performance of paging algorithms without making probabilistic assumptions on
the input. Nevertheless practitioners voice reservations about the model, citing its
inability to discern between LRU and FIFO (algorithms whose performances di er
markedly in practice), and the fact that the theoretical competitiveness of LRU
is much larger than observed in practice. In addition, we would like to address
the following important question: given some knowledge of a program's reference
pattern, can we use it to improve paging performance on that program?
We address these concerns by introducing an important practical element that
underlies the philosophy behind paging: locality of reference. We devise a graphtheoretical model, the access graph, for studying locality of reference. We use it
to prove results that address the practical concerns mentioned above. In addition,
we use our model to address the following questions: How well is LRU likely to
perform on a given program? Is there a universal paging algorithm that achieves
(nearly) the best possible paging performance on every program? We do so without
compromising the bene ts of the Sleator-Tarjan model, while bringing it closer to
practice.
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1.

Overview

This paper deals with the competitive analysis of paging algorithms [11, 22]. A paging
algorithm manages a two-level store consisting of a fast memory that can hold k pages,
and a slow memory. The algorithm is presented with a sequence of requests to virtual
memory pages. If the page requested is in fast memory (a hit) it incurs no cost; but
if not (a fault), the algorithm must bring it in to fast memory at unit cost, and decide
which of the k pages currently in fast memory to evict in order to make room for it.
A paging algorithm is on-line if it makes the decision on eviction without knowledge of
future requests.
Early work on evaluating paging algorithms focuses on probabilistic analysis [7], assuming that the request sequence is drawn from a probability distribution. Indeed,
Franaszek and Wagner [7] compare the page fault rate of LRU and FIFO to that of
the optimal algorithm for the case where the input sequence is drawn from an arbitrary
probability distribution, in the spirit of the competitive analysis of [11, 22]. Under a
\worst-case" input any paging algorithm can be made to fault on every request. Sleator
and Tarjan [22] proposed an alternative of amortized analysis: let A( ) be the number
of faults made by a paging algorithm A on request sequence  , and let OP T ( ) be the
number of faults made by an optimal algorithm (that has the entire sequence  available
to it in advance) [1, 17]. For a nite c, we say that A is a c-competitive algorithm [11] if
for all  , A( ) 0 c 1 OP T ( ) remains bounded by a constant. For a randomized algorithm
A, we replace A( ) by its expectation in the above de nition. The competitiveness of A,
denoted c , is the in mum of c such that A is c-competitive, if such a c exists. (If no
such c exists then A is said to be non competitive; all algorithms discussed in this paper
are competitive).
The strength of the Sleator-Tarjan style of analysis is that it is more robust than
probabilistic analysis, while more practical than worst-case analysis. With these de nitions, Sleator and Tarjan showed that no deterministic on-line paging algorithm can
achieve a competitiveness less than k , and that a number of algorithms used in practice,
including Least Recently Used (LRU) and First-In First-Out (FIFO) are k -competitive
and thus optimal by this measure.
A

1.1.

Motivation

Practitioners voice at least two reservations about these results: (1) the analysis does
not make a distinction between LRU and FIFO, whereas in practice LRU is almost
always superior to FIFO; (2) the analysis suggests that the number of faults by LRU
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on a program could be k times the optimal number of faults, whereas in practice [26]
the ratio is often much smaller. In general, a competitive upper bound is likely to be
received well when the upper bounds proven are small. Further, the approach does not
allow us to treat an important practical question: given some knowledge of the memory
access patterns of a program, can one use it to tune the paging algorithm for better
performance?
We show here that these concerns can be addressed by augmenting the Sleator-Tarjan
approach with an important concept used by paging algorithms: the sequence of pages
referenced by real programs exhibits a locality of reference. It has long been observed [1,
4, 12, 21] that each time a page is referenced by a program, the next page to be referenced
is very likely to come from some small set of pages.
In this paper we develop a graph-theoretic model of a program's locality of reference
patterns, which we call the access graph. We use the model to prove results addressing
the above practical concerns, together with a number of other results. We thus provide a
theoretical framework for studying the important idea of locality of reference in programs,
while retaining the best features of the Sleator-Tarjan measure.
1.2.

The access graph model and related previous work

The access graph for a program G = (V; E ) is a graph in which each node corresponds
to one of the pages that a program can reference. The sequence of page references must
obey locality constraints imposed by the edges of G: following a request to a page (node)
u, the next request must be either to u or to a node v such that (u; v ) is in E .
To make the presentation clearer, we concentrate on algorithms that are une ected by
repeated hits on a page (in particular, we do not consider algorithms such as Frequency
Count). Thus, we may assume that following a request to u, the next request is to an
adjacent node, so that a sequence  is a walk in the access graph. However, all our results
apply just as well to algorithms that do change state on a hit.
Let A( ) be the number of faults made by a paging algorithm A on request sequence
 , and let OP T ( ) be the number of faults made by an optimal algorithm (that has the
entire sequence  available to it in advance) [1, 17]. We say that A is a c-competitive
algorithm on access graph G if for every walk  in G, A( ) 0 c 1 OP T ( ) remains bounded
by a constant. For randomized algorithms, the number of faults A( ) is a random
variable. We assume that the sequence  is speci ed in advance before the random
choices made by A are announced (during execution); this corresponds to an oblivious
request sequence [2, 20]. We say that a randomized algorithm A is c-competitive if for all
 , E [A( )] 0 c 1 OP T ( ) remains bounded by a constant. We denote the competitiveness
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of (on-line) algorithm A with k pages of fast memory on access graph G by c (G). We
denote min c (G) (the minimum taken over on-line algorithms A) by c (G), and call
it the competitiveness for access graph G with k page slots.
For brevity, we refer to the k page slots of fast memory as servers [16]. Thus when
we speak of moving a server to a page, we mean that the page is brought into that slot
in fast memory. However, note that we are not considering the k -server problem [16]
here. In particular, the access graph is not to be confused with the graphs determining
the distance metrics in the server problem or in metrical task systems [3]; the \distance"
traveled by a server between any two nodes of G is unity. Rather, the access graph
restricts the request sequences. When G is the complete graph, our model specializes to
the Sleator-Tarjan model. Our premise is that access graphs for real programs are not
complete graphs, and that some of the discrepancies between the Sleator-Tarjan theory
and empirical observations can be explained by this. Also for convenience, we refer to
the optimal o -line algorithm and the source of requests together as the adversary, who
generates the sequence and serves the requests o -line. We now give some examples of
access graphs, and then describe related prior work.
A;k

A

A;k

k

Example 1: The access pattern of a program is often governed by the data structures
it uses: for instance, the access graph for a program performing operations on a tree
data structure is likely to resemble a tree, whereas for a program doing picture processing
or matrix computations it is likely to resemble a mesh. Tree access patterns arise in
many important applications: in data structures for key storage and retrieval, in gametree evaluation, and in branch-and-bound algorithms. In Section 3 we show that LRU is
optimal on every tree and that FIFO performs badly, even on trees. We also show that
LRU is at most a factor of 3/2 from optimal in meshes.
Example 2: Let G be a cycle on n = k + 1 nodes. It is easy to see that c

(G)
and c
(G) are both k in this case | the sequence that goes clockwise continuously
causes both algorithms to fault on every request, whereas the optimal algorithm need
fault only once in k requests. On the other hand, c (G) = dlog(k + 1)ey. Consider an
algorithm that operates in phases: whenever a node is requested during a phase, the node
is marked. Thus the set of unmarked nodes at any time in a phase forms a path; on a
fault, the algorithm serves with the server at the mid-point of this path. If on a fault
there is no server on an unmarked node, the phase is declared over and all nodes are
unmarked. Clearly the adversary incurs at least one fault in each phase, and our on-line
algorithm at most dlog(k + 1)e. The lower bound uses the same ideas. Thus both LRU
F I F O;k

k

y The base of all logarithms in the paper is two.
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LRU;k

and FIFO perform poorly on this access graph (a fact observed in practice | LRU and
FIFO perform poorly on loops just larger than k , leading the designers of the ATLAS
computer [12] to develop a paging algorithm with a \loop detector"). Here both c
(G)
and c
(G) are far larger than c (G). In Section 4 we give on-line paging algorithms
that are close to optimal on every undirected access graph (including ones with loops).
LRU;k

F I F O;k

k

Example 3: The control ow of a program a ects its access graph: the access graph

for a program might look like a series-parallel graph with loops (possibly nested) hanging
o . The path taken by an execution and the number of times around each loop are datadependent; we model these by the adversary's choices. In such a case, when the control
ow of the program determines the access graph (\structural locality" [9]), it is important
to consider digraphs. This is the subject of Section 5.1.
The literature of computer performance modeling and analysis contains much related
work, both theoretical and empirical. Shedler and Tung [21] were the rst to propose
a Markovian model of locality of reference. Spirn [23] gives a comprehensive survey
of models for program behavior, focusing on semi-Markovian methods for generating
sequences exhibiting locality of reference. Denning [4] (and references therein) develops
the working set model of program behavior for capturing locality of reference. Other
researchers have extended this approach, using it for at least two purposes: (1) to compare
the performances of di erent paging strategies and to tune paging parameters [9, 15], and
(2) to improve program behavior by restructuring programs [5, 8], so that program blocks
and data are packed into virtual memory pages so as to ensure good locality of reference.
While our focus here will be on the rst of these goals, our model and some of our results
are likely to prove useful in studies of the latter problem.
Typical questions we study using our model are: (1) How do LRU and FIFO compare
on di erent access graphs? (2) Given the access graph model of a program, what is the
performance of LRU on that program (i.e., what is c
(G))? (3) Given an access graph
G, what is c (G)? can a good paging algorithm be tailor-made given an access graph
G? (4) Is there a \universal" algorithm whose competitiveness is close to c (G) on every
access graph? By Example 2, LRU and FIFO are not candidates. (5) What is the power
of randomization in the access graph model?
LRU;k

k

k

1.3.

Outline of results

In Section 2 we give several general results for paging with access graphs. We rst show
that given G, determining the competitiveness c (G) for G is computable. We then give
k
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lower bounds on c (G), rst using a spanning tree characterization and then using a more
sophisticated graph decomposition we call a vine decomposition.
Section 3 is an in-depth study of the LRU (least-recently used) algorithm. The main
results (Theorems 9 and 10) determine c
(G) for every G and k to within a factor
of two (plus additive constant). Our technique uses combinatorial properties of small
subgraphs of G involving the number of articulation nodes in each subgraph. Another
useful way of viewing our tight bounds for LRU is as a characterization of \bad" access
graphs for LRU. A re nement of our analysis shows that LRU is optimal among on-line
algorithms for the important special case when G is a tree (Example 1). We also give
results showing that for small k , LRU is close to optimal on every G; these results are of
great interest in caching, where k is often small (e.g., two or four).
Section 4 addresses the question of a universal algorithm whose competitiveness is
close to c (G) for every k and G. We show that an extremely simple and natural algorithm
(FAR) achieves a competitiveness within O(log k ) of c (G) for all k and G, a performance
that LRU or FIFO cannot match. We then show that a di erent algorithm (TS) comes
within a constant factor of c (G) when n = k + 1. This special case (n = k + 1) is
important because it is a well-studied case [16, 20, 22] that often provides important
insights into the performance of an algorithm when n > k + 1; indeed all known lower
bounds for on-line paging and server systems are proved with n = k + 1. Recently, Irani
et al.[10] have shown that our algorithm FAR comes within a constant factor of c (G)
for all k and G.
Section 5.1 deals with an important class of directed access graphs which we call
structured program graphs: access patterns likely to arise in the execution of programs
written in a structured language with loops and branches, but no GOTOs. This access
model is especially interesting for studying instruction caches. We analyze a simple
and natural algorithm; one conclusion we draw is that our algorithm is optimal when
n = k + 1.
Section 5.2 presents some results on randomized algorithms: we show that a variant
of an algorithm of Fiat et al. [6] is within a constant factor of optimal whenever G is a
tree, and also show that there are access graphs for which randomization cannot improve
the competitiveness by more than a constant factor. We conclude with a number of open
problems and directions for further work.
k

LRU;k

k

k

k

k
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2.

General results for paging with access graphs

2.1.

The complexity of determining the competitiveness

Let G = (V; E ) be an access graph (directed or undirected). Any on-line paging algorithm
A with a set S of states managing k pages is a mapping V 2 V 2 S ! V 2 S satisfying
the condition that A(u; < v1; . . . ; v >; s) = (< v10 ; . . . ; v 0 >; s0) implies u 2 fv10 ; . . . ; v 0 g.
That is, given a page request u, the next con guration of fast memory pages (= servers)
must include u. We can extend the mapping to request sequences in the obvious way. A
request sequence  = u1 ; u2; ::: is admissible if for all i, u = u +1 or < u ; u +1 >2 E .
Below, we consider extensions of the mapping only to admissible sequences. Before
developing the tools for analyzing speci c paging algorithms, it would be helpful to
know that the synthesis of optimal on-line paging algorithms is, at least theoretically,
achievable. The following results are similar in spirit to decidability results of McGeoch
et al. [19] for server problems.
k

k

k

k

k

i

i

i

i

Proposition 1: In general, it is undecidable if a given paging algorithm A achieves a

given competitive ratio.

Proof: For every i, we could construct an algorithm A which follows a known
i

competitive algorithm on the j th request if the ith Turing machine on input i halts in
at most j steps, else it follows a known algorithm with no nite competitive ratio. 2
Proposition 2: For any k, any nite access graph G = (V; E ) and any nite state

algorithm A (i.e., jS j is bounded by a computable function of n = jV j), we can compute
c (G) in space polynomial in n and log jS j. (All the paging algorithms we consider are
indeed nite state.)
A;k

Proof: Because jS j is nite, there must be a reachable con guration/state pair <

v1; :::; v > and s, and a nite length sequence  with A(; < v1; :::; v >; s) = (<
v1; :::; v >; s) such that the adversary can extract the ratio c (G) by forcing A into
(< v1; :::; v >; s) and then repeating the sequence  . 2
k

k

k

A;k

k

Proposition 3: For any k , and any nite access graph G, the competitive ratio c (G)
k

is computable. Furthermore, a nite-state on-line algorithm B which realizes this competitive ratio is constructible.

Proof: Since c (G) is monotone in the addition of edges to G, and since c (K ) is
k

k

n

k for all n, we have that k is an upper bound on c (G) for any G. Using this fact and
k
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the observations of Manasse et al. [16] concerning p-residues, we can restrict attention
to nite-state algorithms whose state set S is a subset of [0(k + 1) 1 k; (2k + 1) 1 k ] k .
Again, following [16], we can consider all possible ways to serve a request when in a
given con guration and state. Noting that every admissible request sequence must result
in a repeated con guration/state pair within n (3k 2 + 2k ) k requests, we construct the
algorithm B which minimizes the ratio between B and the o -line dynamic programming
algorithm. The minimum is taken over all admissible request sequences that cause B to
cycle when started in a reachable con guration/state. 2
n

k

2.2.

n

Lower bounds on the competitiveness

Given an access graph G, we have observed that c (G) and c (G) are monotone in the
addition of edges to G; thus c (G)  c (K ), where n = jV j. Also, a lower bound
on c (G) or c (G) can be obtained by deleting edges in G. Let T (G) denote the set
of trees on i nodes in G. For a tree T , let `(T ) denote the set of leaves of T . From the
above observation and from ideas similar to those in [22] we have:
Proposition 4: For
any
G; k ,
and
any
on-line
algorithm
A,
c (G)  max 2Tk+1 ( ) j`(T )j 0 1.
The lower bound of Proposition 4 is forced by an adversary who restricts the set of
requests to walks on a tree T in T +1 (G). The walk can always proceed from its present
position to any leaf in `(T ) without passing through any other leaf, so that an argument
similar to that in [22] can now be invoked on these leaves. Note that this lower bound is
weak on some graphs, e.g., when G is a cycle on k + 1 nodes. (Here Proposition 4 only
provides a constant lower bound, whereas by Example 2 we know that c (G) is 2(log(k )).
We now remedy this with a more sophisticated graph-theoretic construction.
A vine decomposition V (H ) = (T; P ) of any graph H is a tree T in H together with a
set of paths P = P1 ; P2 ; . . . such that (i) the end-points of each of the paths are nodes in
T , the internal nodes are not in T ; (ii) the internal nodes of the paths are disjoint; (iii)
the union of the nodes in T and on the paths gives the node set of H .
Let P1 be the longest path and let n be the number of leaves of T not on any path.
The value of a path P , denoted v (P ), is de ned to be 1+ blog jP jc. (The length of a path
jP j is the number of its edges.) Let H (G) denote the set of connected node-induced
subgraphs of G containing x nodes.
A;k

A;k

A;k

A;k

k

n

k

A;k

i

T

G

k

k

T

x

Theorem 5:

v (P1) 0 dlog g e
c (G)  1max
max fmax
+
  2Hk+g ( ) V ( )
2
k

g

k H

G

H
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P

i>1

v (P ) + n
g
i

!
T

g01

Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that G is not a tree (or else P is empty
and the bound degenerates to that of Proposition 4). Suppose that we are given an online algorithm A. We show an adversarial sequence of requests that forces A to achieve a
competitiveness greater or equal to the desired lower bound. The adversary concentrates
on a subgraph H  G achieving the maximum of the lower bound expression. We claim
that in H , jP1 j > g . Otherwise, the subgraph H 0  H with k + g 0 nodes, given by
repeatedly removing nodes on paths other than P1 until jP1 j > g 0 would give a better
bound.
Since H contains k + g nodes, there are g \holes" (nodes where A does not have a
server) in H at any time. We partition the request sequence into phases. A phase starts
with A's and the adversary's servers aligned and all of the nodes unmarked. A node
becomes marked when it is requested.
The rules according to which the adversary generates the next request are as follows.
If A has a hole on a marked node, the adversary requests this hole. In case the previous
request is not adjacent to this hole, the adversary requests all the nodes in a path from
the previous request to the hole that consists only of marked nodes. (Such a path always
exists since the marked nodes form a connected component.) Suppose that there is no
hole on a marked node. If A has a hole on a leaf x of the tree, the adversary requests all
the nodes in a path from the previous request to x that consists only of marked nodes
and interior tree nodes. If A has a hole on a path P , for i > 1, the adversary requests all
the nodes in a path to the hole that consists only of marked nodes, interior tree nodes,
and at most one half of the unmarked nodes in P .
Suppose that A has all of its holes on unmarked nodes in P1 . As long as the number of
unmarked nodes in P1 is at least 2g , the adversary can hit at least g=2 holes by requesting
half of the unmarked portion of P1 that has the most holes. In the process the adversary
only requests marked nodes, interior tree nodes, and half of the unmarked nodes in P1 .
If the number of unmarked nodes in P1 is less than 2g (but at least g ), the adversary can
hit one more hole requesting all but g unmarked nodes.
The adversary continues to hit A's holes in this manner until the end of the phase,
when all but g nodes have been marked. The adversary services the sequence by initially
moving all its g holes to the g nodes that are left unmarked at the end of the phase.
Thus, the adversary incurs no more than g faults per phase. The adversary requests
all marked nodes until the servers are aligned. The phase ends, and all the nodes are
declared unmarked.
Except for the g nodes left unmarked at the end of the phase, A incurs a fault for
every leaf node that is not on any path, because such a leaf node is marked only when it
is requested while A has a hole there. Each path P , for i > 1, is hit v (P ) times, and A
i

i

i
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i

incurs a fault each time. In at least v (P1 ) 0 dlog g e of the hitsPon P1 , A incurs at least
g=2 faults. Thus, A incurs at least (v (P1) 0 dlog g e)g=2 + n + 1 v (P ) 0 g faults in a
phase. 2
Irani et al. [10] have shown that for any graph G there always exists a subgraph
H which either has k + 1 nodes or is a single cycle that achieves the maximum of the
expression in Theorem 5 to within a constant factor.
T

2.3.

i>

i

Useful properties of paging algorithms

Many of the algorithms studied in this paper are marking algorithms [6, 11]. A marking
algorithm proceeds in phases. At the beginning of a phase all the nodes are unmarked.
Whenever a node is requested, it is marked. On a fault, the marking algorithm vacates a
server from an unmarked node (chosen by a rule speci ed by the algorithm), and brings
it to the request. A phase ends at the rst fault after every server is on a marked
node (equivalently, a phase ends when k di erent nodes have been requested during the
phase). At this point all the nodes become unmarked and a new phase begins. We use
the following proposition to analyze the competitive ratio of marking algorithms.
Proposition 6: (a) If g is the number of nodes requested in the ith phase that were not
requestedPin the i 0 1st phase, then the cost of the adversary during the rst i phases is
at least ( =1 g )=2. (b) If A is a marking algorithm then for any graph G, c (G)  k .
The proof of part (a) is due to Fiat et al. [6]. The proof of part (b) is due to Karlin et
al. [11].
The following result of Belady [1] and Mattison et al. [17] (see also [18] and [23]) will
also prove useful. Consider the o -line paging algorithm that, given an entire request
sequence  , uses the following policy: on a fault, it evicts the item in fast memory whose
next access occurs furthest in the future in  . This algorithm is called OPT, and the
reason is evident from the following proposition:
Proposition 7: For every request sequence  , the cost of algorithm OPT is the same as
the optimal cost.
i

i

j

3.
3.1.

j

A;k

Analysis of LRU
LRU on general access graphs

We analyze LRU's competitiveness by de ning two parameters of the graph G. One is
used to lower bound c
(G) and the other is used to upper bound c
(G). Moreover,
k;LRU

k;LRU
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we prove that for any graph G, the two parameters di er by at most a constant factor.
LRU has the property that it maintains all of its servers in one connected subgraph
of the access graph at all times. Given a node-induced subgraph H  G with k + g
nodes, let v be an articulation node in H ; that is, the removal of v from H separates
H . Consider the components obtained by removing v . If no such component contains
at least k nodes and if LRU's servers are completely contained in H , then v cannot be a
hole, or otherwise LRU's servers would no longer be connected.
Let (H ) denote the number of articulation nodes in H . Let (H ) denote the number
of articulation nodes in H , whose removal separate H into components none of which
contains at least k nodes.
De ne
a(G) = max  1 fmax 2Hk+g ( ) (k + g 0 (H ) 0 1)=g g
b(G) = max  1 fmax 2Hk+g ( ) minfk; k + g 0 (H )g=g g:
We prove the following three theorems.
k

k

g

g

H

H

G

G

Theorem 8: b(G)  a(G) + 1.
Theorem 9: c

LRU;k

Theorem 10: c

(G)  2b(G).

LRU;k

(G)  a(G).

Proof of Theorem 8: Let H be a subgraph of G with k + g nodes. We show that
there exists a subgraph H 0  H with k + g 0 nodes, for which 1 + (k + g 0 0 (H 0) 0 1)=g 0 

minfk; k + g 0 (H )g=g . The theorem follows.
There are two cases.
Case 1: The graph H has a biconnected component H 0 with k + g 0 > k nodes. In this
case (H 0 ) = 0, and (k + g 0 0 1)=g 0  k=g 0  k=g  minfk; k + g 0 (H )g=g .
Case 2: The graph H has no biconnected components with more than k nodes.
If (H ) = (H ), then 1+(k +g 0 (H )01)=g  (k +g 0 (H ))=g  minfk; k +g 0 (H )g=g .
Suppose that (H ) > (H ). Let B (H ) be the set of articulation nodes in H whose
removal separates H into components none of which contains k nodes (i.e., jB (H )j =
(H )). Let C be the subgraph induced by the set of nodes in the biconnected components
of H that contain a node from B (H ). Notice that C is a connected component of H , and
that its articulation nodes are the nodes in B (H ).
The subgraph H 0 is de ned recursively. Initially, H 0 is set to H . As long H 0 contains
an articulation node v that disconnects H 0 into components (each including a copy of
11

v ) one of which is of size at least k , set H 0 to be this component. (Notice that this
component contains C .)
Suppose that at the end of the process H 0 has k + g 0 nodes. Our goal is to give a
lower bound on the number of nodes that are not articulation nodes in H 0 . Let 0 be
the set of articulation nodes in H 0 that are contained in C , but are also contained in a
biconnected component not in C . These are all the nodes in H 0 that are adjacent to a
node in C and a node not in C .
Consider a node v 2 0. Since v 2= B (H ), the removal of v from H separates H into
components (each including a copy of v ), one of which is of size at least k . (Notice that
this component contains C .) Call this component the \big" component of v in H and
call the rest of the components the \small" components of v in H . The total size of the
\small" components is at most g 0 1. De ne the \big" component of v in H 0 to be the
subgraph of the \big" component of v in H induced by its nodes that are also in H 0.
De ne the \small" components of v in H 0 similarly.
Let u and v be any two nodes in 0. Notice that the \small" components of v in H 0 are
contained in the \big" component of u in H 0 . This implies that the \small" components
of u and v are disjoint.
Let v be a node in 0. Each \small" component of v in H must contain at least one
biconnected component with only one articulation node. The size of this component
is at least g 0 + 1, otherwise H 0 contains an articulation node that disconnects H 0 into
components one of which is of size at least k . Thus this biconnected component contains
at least g 0 non-articulation nodes.
Now, we give a lower bound on the number of non-articulation nodes in H 0 . The
number of non-articulation nodes in C is jC j 0 (H ) 0j0j. The total number of nodes in
the \small" components of nodes in 0 in H 0 is k + g 0 0jC j + j0j. For v 2 0, the size of the
\small" components of v in H 0 is at most g . Thus, j0j  (k + g 0 0 jC j + j0j)=g . For each
node in 0 we have at least g 0 nodes that are non-articulation nodes. We conclude that the
number of non-articulation nodes in H 0 is at least jC j0 (H ) 0j0j +(k + g 0 0jC j + j0j)g 0=g .
We get
k + g 0 0 (H 0 ) 0 1
jC j 0 j0j 0 (H ) 0 1 + k + g0 0 jC j + j0j 
1+

1
+
g0
g0
g
jC j 0 j0j 0 (H ) 0 1 + k + g0 0 jC j + j0j  k + g 0 (H )
1+
g
g

2

Proof of Theorem 9: Break the sequence into phases. A phase ends when requests

to k di erent nodes have been seen. Let g be the number of nodes requested in the
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current phase that were not requested in the previous phase. By Proposition 6, the cost
of the optimal algorithm for the current phase is at least g=2, amortized. Consider the
set of k + g nodes that are requested in either the current or the previous phase. Let H
be the subgraph induced by these k + g nodes. The number of faults that LRU incurs in
the phase is bounded by k . Furthermore, the number of faults that LRU incurs in the
phase is also bounded by k + g 0 (H ), because LRU does not vacate an articulation
node whose removal results in components of size less than k . 2
Proof of Theorem 10: Let H be any subgraph of G on k + g nodes. We prove
that c
(G)  (k + g 0 (H ) 0 1)=g . Without loss of generality, we assume that no
articulation node in H separates it into components one of which consists of less than g
nodes. Otherwise, let H 0 be a subgraph of H with k + g 0 nodes given by removing one
such component. Clearly, (k + g 0 0 (H 0 ) 0 1)=g 0  (k + g 0 (H ) 0 1)=g , and thus
proving for H 0 suces.
In the proof we use two graph theoretic notions: ear decomposition and st-numbering.
First, we review their de nitions.
An ear decomposition [24] of a graph G, starting at a speci ed edge e is a decomposition of the edges of G into simple paths (ears) P0 ; P1 ; . . . ; P , where P0 is e, and for
each path P , i > 0, each of its endpoints is contained in some P , j < i, but none of
its internal nodes is contained in such an ear. An ear decomposition is open if none of
the ears is a cycle. An ear P , i > 0, is trivial if it consists of a single edge. A graph is
biconnected if and only if it has an open ear decomposition starting from any edge.
An st-numbering of a graph G with n nodes and a speci ed edge (s; t) is a numbering of
the nodes of G with distinct numbers in the range [1; . . . ; n] with the following properties:
(i) node s is numbered 1 and node t is numbered n; and (ii) every node other than s and
t are adjacent to a lower numbered node and a higher numbered node. In the sequel we
refer to nodes by their st-number. The following propositions follow from the properties
of st-numbering.
LRU;k

m

i

j

i

Proposition 11: For each i > 1, there is a path between node i 0 1 and node i that only

contains nodes numbered less than i.

Proposition 12: For each i < n, there is a path between node i + 1 and node i that only

contains nodes numbered greater than i.

We return to the proof. Given H , we compute an open ear decomposition of one of its
biconnected components that contains only one articulation node. (Such a biconnected
component must exist.) Consider the non-trivial ear with the highest index. Without loss
of generality we may assume that this ear contains at least g internal nodes. Otherwise,
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we may concentrate on the subgraph H 0  H given by removing these internal nodes,
and get a better bound. Call this ear the \start" path of H . Note that none of the nodes
on this path are articulation nodes.
De ne a new graph F as follows. The set of nodes of F consists of one node for each
non-articulation node of H and two nodes for each articulation node of H . Two nodes
u and v in F are connected by an edge if the nodes in H corresponding to u and v are
connected by an edge. Now, remove from F all edges that correspond to trivial ears with
endpoints in the \start" path. Notice that F is biconnected and contains k + g + (H )
nodes. Moreover, since we removed all the trivial ears, the degree of all nodes in F that
correspond to nodes in the \start" path (except the last) is two. Later, when no confusion
may arise, we identify the nodes in H and in F .
Since F is biconnected, it has an st-numbering [14], where s is (the node corresponding
to) the rst internal node in the \start" path and t is its adjacent endpoint.
The adversary works in phases. At the beginning of a phase both LRU and the
adversary have their holes on nodes f1; . . . ; g g, and their servers on the rest of the nodes
of H . (Notice that the nodes numbered 1 to g in F each corresponds to a distinct node
of H .) A phase consists of two sub-phases. In each sub-phase the adversary incurs g
faults while LRU incurs at least k + g 0 (H ) 0 1 faults.
In the rst sub-phase, the adversary starts by requesting nodes that have servers
on them in order to x the order in which the servers were last used. Speci cally, the
adversary requests nodes g + 1; g + 2; . . . ; k + g 0 (H ). Going from node i to node i + 1
the adversary requests only nodes whose number is greater than i. As a result of this,
node g + i is the ith least recently used node. Now, the adversary requests node 1, which
is connected to node k + g + (H ), where the previous request was, and then, nodes
2; . . . ; k + g 0 0 1, where k + g 0 is the non-articulation node with the highest st-number.
This time, going from node i to node i + 1 the adversary requests only nodes whose
number is less than i.
We analyze the number of faults incurred by the adversary and LRU in this subphase. The adversary incurs g faults, by serving nodes 1 to g using the server currently
on node k + g 0 . Note that since the degree of nodes 1 to g 0 1 is two, the adversary can
avoid nodes 1 to g 0 1 while hitting nodes g + 1; . . . ; k + g 0 0 1.
Because of the ordering of the nodes, LRU would incur one fault for each node in
H that corresponds to a node numbered in the range [1; k + g 0 0 1] in F that is not an
articulation node, totalling to k + g 0 (H ) 0 1.
Before starting the second sub-phase the adversary requests nodes g; . . . ; k + g 0 0 1
repeatedly, so that both LRU and the adversary have their holes on nodes fk + g 0g [
f1; . . . ; g 0 1g. The second sub-phase is symmetric to the rst one. The adversary
14

requests nodes k + g 0 0 1 down to g . Going from node i + 1 to node i the adversary
requests only nodes whose number is less than i (but at least g ). As a result of this,
node k + g 0 0 i is the ith least recently used node. Now, the adversary requests nodes
g 0 1; . . . ; 1; k + g + (H ); . . . ; g + 1. This time, going from node i + 1 to node i the
adversary requests only nodes whose number is greater than i.
Again, the adversary incurs g faults, by serving nodes g 0 1 down to 1 and k + g 0
using the server currently on g . Because of the ordering of the nodes, LRU would incur
one fault for each node in the ranges [1; g 0 1], and [g + 1; k + g + (H )] that is not an
articulation node, totalling to k + g 0 (H ) 0 1. 2
3.2.

LRU on trees and meshes

Let G be a tree. Then, a(G), the lower bound for c
(G), becomes max 2Tk+1 ( ) j`(T )j0
1. By proposition 4 this is also the lower bound for any on-line algorithm. For this
important class of access graphs, we show that LRU achieves this lower bound, implying
that LRU is optimal.
LRU;k

Theorem 13: When G is a tree, c
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T

G

(G) = a(G).

Proof: Let LRUtree(t) be the tree formed by the nodes occupied by LRU's servers
and the next node requested at time t. To prove the theorem we use a charging scheme. In
this scheme, at each point of time, some of the LRU servers will have tokens. Whenever,
an LRU server services a fault, it has to \pay" a token.
Suppose that OPT faults at time t, Consider the tree formed by LRUtree(t). For
every leaf in this tree that is not the requested node, consider the path from the leaf to
the requested node. Place a token on the rst node on the path without a token (if there
is such a node). If an LRU server services a fault, then throw away its token. Theorem 13
follows from the following two lemmata.
Lemma 14: At most a(G) tokens are placed for any OPT fault.
Lemma 15: No LRU server without a token will service an LRU fault.

2

Before proving the lemmata, we need a few facts.

Proposition 16: If G is a tree, then OP T maintains its servers in a connected subgraph

of G.
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Proof: By induction on the number of requests. Suppose that up to request t, OPT's
servers are in a connected subgraph of G. Let OP T tree(t) denote the tree formed by
the nodes occupied by OPT servers just before time t together with the node of the tth
request. If OPT faults at time t, then it evicts the server that is on the node whose next
request occurs farthest in the future. This is always a leaf of OP T tree(t). Thus OPT's
servers will be connected after time t. 2
An LRU server is lonely if the node it occupies is not occupied by an OPT server.
Similarly, an OPT server is lonely if the node it occupies is not occupied by an LRU
server.
Proposition 17: Every lonely LRU server has a token on it.
Proof: Consider a node v with both an LRU and an OPT server such that after a
request at time t, the LRU server will be lonely. If the LRU server on v already has
a token, we are done. Otherwise, let r be the requested node. Assume that up until
this point in time, all lonely LRU servers have tokens. OPT is about to incur a fault
because the OPT server is vacating v . Since v is a leaf of OP T tree(t) and a node in
LRUtree(t), there is some leaf l of LRUtree(t) such that the path from l to r passes
through v . Furthermore, v is the rst non-lonely node on this path, and hence v is the
rst node along the path from l to r without a token. Thus v gets a token just before
the request. When an LRU server services a request, it loses its token, but then it is no
longer lonely. 2
We now turn to prove the lemmata.
Proof of Lemma 14: Suppose OPT faults at time t. If the requested node has
no LRU server, then it must be a leaf in LRUtree(t) and it is clear that the number of
tokens placed after the next fault is no more than a(G). Suppose that the requested node
has an LRU server. To prove that no more than a(G) tokens are placed, we have to show
that there is one leaf in the tree for which no token is placed also when the requested
node is an interior node of LRUtree(t). Since the requested node is a leaf of OP T tree(t),
there is a path containing only nodes with lonely LRU servers from the requested node
to a leaf of LRUtree(t). No token will be placed for this leaf because all the servers on
this path have tokens. 2
Proof of Lemma 15: Suppose some LRU server with no token becomes the least
recently used server at time t1. The node where the server is located, v , is a leaf of
LRUtree(t1 ). Let T (v ) be the subtree of G rooted at v that does not contain any other
LRU server. For the proof we need the following proposition.
Proposition 18: At time t1 , all of the lonely OPT servers are in T (v ).
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Proposition 18 implies Lemma 15 because at the next LRU fault, either OPT will
incur a fault (and the server on v receives a token before it moves) or v will be requested
before the fault and the server on v will not be the least recently used. 2
Proof of Proposition 18: Let t0(< t1) be the last time node v was requested. No
nodes in T (v ) are requested in the interval from t0 to t1 , denoted (t0 ; t1). On the other
hand all the nodes in LRUtree(t1) are requested in this interval.
Because all the lonely LRU servers have tokens, at time t0, the number of OPT servers
in T (v ) is greater or equal to the number of LRU servers without tokens in T (v ).
No nodes in T (v ) are requested in the interval (t0; t1), so no node in T (v ) can be given
a token twice. Thus, the number of LRU servers without a token in T (v ) at time t0 is
greater or equal to the number of tokens placed on nodes in T (v ) in the interval (t0; t1).
Consider LRUtree(t) for some point in time in the interval (t0; t1). LRUtree(t) has a
leaf in T (v ). Whenever OP T incurs a fault in the interval (t0 ; t1), the rst node without
a token reached on the path from this leaf to the requested node gets a token. This node
is in T (v ) because node v is on the path and never gets a token. Thus, the number of
tokens that are placed on nodes in T (v ) in the interval (t0; t1 ) is greater or equal the
number of OPT faults in the interval (t0; t1 ).
We now count the number of OPT faults in the interval (t0 ; t1). Examine the set
of nodes that are occupied by lonely LRU servers at time t1 . These nodes have been
requested since time t0 because each lonely LRU server has serviced a request since time
t0. For each one of these nodes, an OPT server has left this node in the interval (t0; t1).
Furthermore, none of these nodes are in T (v ) because no node in T (v ) is requested in
the interval (t0; t1 ). This yields that the number of OPT faults in the interval (t0; t1) is
greater or equal to the number of OPT servers that leave a node in T (v ) in the interval
(t0; t1) plus the number of lonely LRU servers at time t1 .
Putting all the inequalities together: The number of OPT servers in T (v ) at time t0 is
greater or equal to the number of OPT servers that leave T (v ) in the interval (t0 ; t1) plus
the number of lonely LRU servers at time t1 . Thus the number of OPT servers remaining
in T (v ) at time t1 is at least the number of lonely LRU servers at time t1 . Since the
number of lonely OPT servers is the same as the number of lonely LRU servers, all the
lonely OPT servers are in T (v ) at time t1. 2
Corollary 19: When G is a path, c

LRU;k

= 1.

We conclude this subsection by considering a mesh. Suppose that G is an n 2 n
mesh. It is easy to see that G contains a biconnected subgraph with k + 1 nodes.
This implies that c
= k . On the other hand, G contains as a subgraph a tree
LRU;k
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p

with k + 1 nodes that has b2=3(kp+ 1)c + c k leaves, for some constant c. Hence,
c (G)  a(G)  b2=3(k + 1)c + O( k ). The next proposition follows.
k

Proposition 20: When G is a square mesh c
3.3.

LRU;k

(G)  3=2c (G) + o(1).
k

Caching

LRU is used both as a paging strategy as well as a caching strategy. In caching, the
number of blocks in the cache is often quite small (i.e. k = 2; 4), so it is of special
interest to examine LRU's behavior for these values of k . In these cases, LRU compares
very favorably to the performance of any on-line algorithm.
Theorem 21: For all G, c

LRU;2

(G) = c2 (G).

Proof: If G is a tree, then the optimality of LRU is assured by Theorem 13. So we

can now assume G has a cycle of length l  3. The following two propositions are clearly
sucient to show the optimality of LRU when k = 2.
Proposition 22: If the smallest cycle in G has length l  3, then c

2).

LRU;2

(G)  1+1=(l 0

Proposition 23: If G has a cycle of size l  3, then c2 (G)  1 + 1=(l 0 2).

2

Proof of Proposition 22: We will account for the relative costs by considering
phases of requests v1 ; v2; 1 1 1 ; v (for v 6= v +1 ) where LRU and the adversary are aligned
before the request to v1 (say on nodes v01 and v0 ) and v is the rst request on which
LRU pays but the adversary does not. Note that after serving v , LRU and the adversary
must be aligned on nodes v and v 01 so that a new phase begins. We need to show that
in any phase, the ratio of LRU's cost to the adversary's cost is no more than 1+1=(l 0 2).
In order to eventually avoid paying for v while LRU pays, the adversary must clearly
separate its servers. Say the last time this separation takes place in the phase is on the
request to node v with 1  i < t so that the servers are not aligned again until the
request to v . If the request sequence ever reverses itself after the request to v (i.e.,
v +1 = v 01 for some j  i), then the adversary must pay to cover v +1 while LRU
does not pay so that when the phase ends, LRU and the adversary will have had the
same cost in this phase. So we may assume the sequence v ; v +1 ; 1 1 1 v does not reverse
itself. Clearly the adversary has left a server on v 02 while serving v ; v +1; 1 1 1 ; v 01 and
t
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v = v 02 . That is, v 02 ; v 01 ; 1 1 1 v is a (perhaps not simple) cycle of length t 0 i + 2  l
(for some integer c), the adversary pays t 0 i on v ; v +1 ; 1 1 1 ; v 01, while LRU pays t 0 i +1.
Clearly (t 0 i + 1)=(t 0 i)  1 + 1=(l 0 2). 2
Proof of Proposition 23: Let A be any on-line algorithm. We consider a phase to
start and end when the adversary and A have their servers aligned. Let v0; v1; 1 1 1 ; v 01 ; v0
be a l-cycle and without loss of generality suppose that the phase begins with servers on
nodes v0 and v 01. The adversary requests nodes v1; v2; 1 1 1.
Case 1: A performs like LRU on v1; v2; 1 1 1 ; v 02 and does not separate its servers. Then
the adversary requests v 01 and serves v1; 1 1 1 ; v 01 at the optimal cost of l 0 2 (having
left a server on v 01 ). The adversary then continues to request v 02; v 01 until A aligns
its servers on v 01 and v 02 . Clearly A's cost is at least l 0 1.
Case 2: A separates its servers while serving the request for node v for some i satisfying
1  i  l 0 2. At this point, A will have servers on v and v( 02) mod and its cost on
the requests v1; 1 1 1 ; v will be i. On the other hand, the adversary will serve the requests
v1; 1 1 1 ; v as would LRU at the same cost i, but with servers now on v and v 01. The
adversary then keeps requesting v 01 ; v until A aligns its servers with the adversary so
that A's cost at the end of the phase is at least i + 1. Clearly 1 + 1=i  1 + 1=(l 0 2).
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Theorem 24: For all G, c

LRU;4

(G)  (3=2)c4 (G).

Proof: To prove the theorem we use three propositions.
Proposition 25: If G has a biconnected component on ve nodes, then c4 (G)  3.
Proposition 26: If G has no biconnected subgraph on ve nodes, then c
Proposition 27: If G is an n-cycle, for n > 5, then c

LRU;4

LRU;4

(G)  3.

(G)  (5=4)c4 (G).

Before proving these propositions we show how they imply Theorem 24. We consider
four possible cases:
Case 1: The graph G has at least one vertex of degree at least four. Then, c4 (G)  3
by Proposition 4. Further, for every graph G, c 4(G)  4.
Case 2: The graph G has a biconnected component of size ve. Then, by Proposition 25,
c4 (G)  3.
Case 3: Not cases (1) and (2), and the graph G has at least one vertex of degree three.
Then, c4 (G)  2 by Proposition 4. By Proposition 26, c 4(G)  3.
LRU;
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Case 4: Not cases (1), (2) and (3). In this case the graph G is either a path or an n-

cycle for some n > 5. If G is a path, then c 4(G) = 1. Otherwise, by Proposition 27,
c 4(G)  (5=4)c4 (G). 2
Proof of Proposition 25: The request sequence is restricted to a ve node biconnected subgraph of G. We start with the servers aligned. The adversary requests the
vacant node v . Suppose that the on-line algorithm vacates node u to service the request.
Because the graph is biconnected, there is a path from v to u that passes through at
most one other vertex, w. The adversary requests w then u. On-line vacates node x to
service the request to u. Because the graph is biconnected, there is a path from u to x
that does not use nodes other than w and v . The adversary takes this path to node x.
The on-line algorithm has incurred 3 faults, while there is still a node z that has not been
requested. The o -line algorithm services the initial request to node v with the server on
node z , and thus only incurs one fault. The adversary requests nodes v ,w,u, and x until
the servers are aligned again. 2
Proof of Proposition 26: Recall that An LRU server is lonely if the node it occupies
is not occupied by an OPT server. Similarly, an OPT server is lonely if the node it
occupies is not occupied by an LRU server. We prove two claims.
Claim 1: Start with the servers aligned. If within three LRU faults OPT has incurred
only one fault and the servers are not aligned, then within three more LRU faults, either
OPT incurs two faults or OPT incurs one fault and the servers become aligned.
Claim 2: From any con guration, within three LRU faults, the servers are aligned
or OPT has incurred a fault.
If the servers are aligned, we start a phase when the servers become unaligned and
end the phase when the servers are realigned. The two facts imply that the number of
LRU faults in a phase is no more than three times the number of OPT faults in a phase.
LRU;
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Proof of Claim 1: A sequence of nodes (v1; v2; v3; v4) is said to be LRU-connected if
it is possible for v to be occupied by the ith most recently used server for all 1  i  4.
In such a case v1 is adjacent to v2, v3 is adjacent to either v1 or v2, and v4 is adjacent to
one of fv1; v2; v3g.
We start with the servers aligned. Let t1 be the time of the rst LRU fault. OPT
faults at time t1 as well. After t1, there is one lonely LRU server. Let v be the node
occupied by the lonely OPT server. Let v be the node occupied by the ith most recently
used server. Thus, (v1; v2; v3; v4 ) are LRU-connected. By examining the con guration
just before t1, (v2; v3; v4; v ) are LRU-connected.
If a lonely LRU server services a request, then either OPT incurs a fault or the number
of lonely LRU servers decreases by one. Let t2 and t3 be the times of the next two LRU
i

o

i

o
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faults. Suppose OPT does not fault before time t3 and the servers are not aligned at
time t3. Then the lonely LRU server has not serviced a request in the interval from t1 to
t3. This means the server on v2 is the lonely server and the servers on v4 and v3 service
the two LRU faults.
After the request at time t1 , the request sequence must go from v1 to v ; LRU services
the request with the server on v4 . Then the request sequence goes to v4 and LRU uses
the server on v3 to service the request. Furthermore, each of these nodes is hit without
hitting any other nodes, and v is reached without hitting v4. Thus, v1 is adjacent to v
and v4 is adjacent to either v or v1.
With the above adjacency information, and the fact that (v1; v2 ; v3; v4) and
(v2; v3; v4 ; v ) are LRU-connected, it can be determined that either the subgraph induced by fv1; v2; v3; v4; v g is biconnected or the subgraph induced by fv1; v2; v4; v g is
biconnected. Since there are no ve node biconnected subgraphs in G, we can assume
the latter. The edges (v ; v1),(v1; v2),(v2; v3) are in the graph. Also, v4 is adjacent to v
or v1 and to v2 or v3. v is adjacent to one of fv2; v3; v4 g.
Any node can be connected to at most one node in fv1 ; v2; v4; v g. Thus, v3 is adjacent
only to v2 (since (v2; v3; v4; v ) are LRU-connected).
After time t3, v2 is still occupied by the lonely LRU server which is now the least
recently used. v3 has the lonely OPT server and the current request is one of fv ; v1; v4 g.
Without loss of generality, suppose it is v1 . In order to make only LRU fault, a new node
must be requested (v3 is only reachable through v2 ). Call the new node v . If the servers
are unaligned at his point, then v3 still contains the lonely OPT server. In order to make
only LRU fault, v3 must be requested.
After time t3, the sequence goes from v1 to v to v3. LRU faults twice and OPT faults
once. We prove that if there is one more LRU fault and OPT does not fault, then the
servers become aligned. The lonely OPT server occupies one of fv ; v4g. In order to hit
the lonely OPT server, the sequence must go back through v and v1. (v and v3 are
connecteded to only one node in fv1; v2; v ; v4g. v is adjacent to v1 and v3 is adjacent to
v2). Thus fv3; v ; v1g are occupied both by LRU and OPT servers and the lonely LRU
server is the least recently used. If on the next LRU fault, OPT does not fault, then the
servers become realigned. 2
Proof of Claim 2: If a lonely LRU server moves, the number of lonely LRU servers
decreases by one or OPT incurs a fault. If a server becomes lonely then OPT incurs a
fault. All the LRU servers that are currently lonely will service a request within the next
three LRU faults. If OPT does not incur a cost then after three LRU faults the servers
will be realigned. 2
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n

Proof of Proposition 27: Observe that for n > 5 c
4 (n-cycle)  (n 0 1)=(n 0 4).
We now show that c4 (n-cycle)  (n 0 2)=(n 0 4). The Proposition follows.
Assume the on-line and o -line servers are aligned on nodes f1; 2; 3; 4g and that
f5; 6; . . . ; ng are vacant. Suppose that the adversary requests node 5. There are two
cases.
Case 1: If the on-line algorithm does not vacate node 1 (say leaving an on-line hole at
i 2 f2; 3; 4g), then the adversary requests 4; . . . ; i and then forces a ratio  2 by the
adversary having served 5 with server at 1 and then forcing realignment at f2; 3; 4; 5g.
Case 2: The on-line has responded to request for 5 by vacating node 1 and now has
servers on f2; 3; 4; 5g. The adversary now requests node 6. There are two subcases.
Case 2.1: The on-line algorithm responds to the request by vacating node i 2 f2; 3g.
The adversary then requests 7; . . . ; n; 1; 2; 3 and forces realignment on nodes fn; 1; 2; 3g.
The total cost to the on-line algorithm is at least two (for the requests to f5; 6g) +n 0 4
(for the requests to f7; . . . ; n; 1; . . . ; ig) = n 0 2. The adversary pays n 0 4 by serving all
faults with the server originally on node 4.
Case 2.2: The on-line algorithm responds to the request by vacating node i 2 f4; 5g.
The adversary then requests 5; 4; 5; 6; . . . ; n; 1 and forces realignment on fn 0 2; n 0
1; n; 1g. The total cost to the on-line algorithm is at least three (for the requests to
f5; 6; 5; 4; 5; 6g + n 0 5 (for the requests to f7; . . . ; n; 1g = n 0 2. The adversary pays
n 0 4 by serving the faults at f5; 6g with the servers originally on nodes f2; 3g and
then alternating these same two servers in an LRU fashion so as to serve the faults at
f7; . . . ; ng and nish the request sequence with servers on fn 0 2; n 0 1; n; 1g. 2
LRU;

3.4.

Comparison of LRU vs. FIFO

We use access graphs to di erentiate between the the competitiveness LRU and FIFO
can achieve. We have determined LRU's competitiveness on any graph up to a constant
factor. Now, we need to lower bound FIFO's competitiveness:

Theorem 28: For any G with n  k + 1, c

F I F O;k

 (k + 1)=2.

Proof: The adversary picks a subgraph H on k + 1 nodes and only requests nodes

from that subgraph. Let v and w be two adjacent nodes in H such that w is not an
articulation node. At the beginning of each phase FIFO has node v vacant and the
server on node w is the server that has moved the most recently. On a fault, FIFO moves
the server that has moved the least recently. The adversary requests every node where
FIFO has its hole until every node (except v ) has been vacated once. The paths from
hole to hole in the access graph are covered by FIFO's servers. Requesting these nodes
22

does not e ect FIFO's behavior. Furthermore, since w is not an articulation node, the
adversary can move from hole to hole without requesting w. At this point, every one of
FIFO's servers has moved once. Node w is vacant, and the server that occupies node v
has moved the least recently. The adversary requests node w and FIFO moves the server
on node v to node w. The phase ends: the hole is on node v , and the server on node w
is the server that FIFO moved most recently. During the phase, FIFO incurs a fault on
every node in the graph (k + 1 faults). The adversary services the sequence by moving
the server on node w to node v and then back to node w for the last request in the phase
(2 faults). 2
Theorem 28 and the fact that LRU is k -competitive on any G [22] imply that c
(G) 
2c
(G) for all G. Theorems 9, 13, 21, and 24 show that on many graphs, however,
c
(G) is much smaller than (k + 1)=2. This provides an explanation of why LRU
should be preferred to FIFO in practice.
LRU;k
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4.

Nearly optimal algorithms for paging

Is there an on-line paging algorithm whose competitiveness is close to c (G) on every
graph G? We seek a \universal" algorithm | informally, an algorithm whose description
is independent of G (and hopefully succinct). LRU and FIFO are universal algorithms,
but by Example 2 neither is close to optimal on all G. We now describe a simple and
natural algorithm FAR and show that its competitiveness is close to c (G) on every G.
FAR is a marking algorithm. Consider a phase of FAR. Call the nodes requested (and
marked) in the current phase red and the nodes requested (and marked) in the previous
phase blue. Notice that all blue nodes have servers on them at the beginning of the
current phase.
FAR chooses the unmarked server to use on a fault by vacating a blue node whose
distance to the nearest red node (in G) is maximum. The intuition behind FAR is
as follows: it is known [1, 17, 18] that the optimal (o -line) paging algorithm on any
sequence is to vacate the node whose next request occurs furthest in the future. FAR
attempts to approximate this by vacating a node that is far from currently red nodes in
G, and thus likely to be requested far in the future.
k

k

Theorem 29: For any G and k , c

F AR;k

(G)  2 + 4c (G)dlog 2k e.
k

In words, c
(G) is within 2 + 4dlog 2k e of c (G) on every G, a performance LRU
and FIFO cannot match. By Proposition 6, we know that c
(G)  k , implying that
F AR;k

k
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FAR is optimal in the Sleator-Tarjan model (G is the complete graph), including the
constant. Recently, Irani et al.[10] have shown that on every undirected access graph G,
c
(G) is within a constant multiple of c (G), thus improving on Theorem 29 above
and showing that the performance of FAR cannot be improved by more than a constant
factor. On the other hand, there are graphs G where C
(G)  C (G), for some
constant  > 1.
Proof of Theorem 29: Let a new node be a node requested in the current phase that
is not blue. Let g be the number of new nodes in the current phase. By Proposition 6,
the adversary incurs at least g=2 faults for this phase, amortized. We bound the number
of faults in the phase for FAR by the number of nodes vacated by FAR in the phase.
Let M = max 2Tk ( ) j`(T )j, and let D be the maximum diameter of any connected
k -node induced subgraph of G. We divide the current phase into at most 1 + dlog D e
sub-phases, showing that at most 2gM blue nodes are vacated during each sub-phase.
This will yield a bound of at most g + 2gM (1 + dlog D e) faults in the phase, which
is at most 2 + 4c (G)dlog 2k e times the number of faults of the adversary in the phase.
(The extra g faults are on new nodes.)
Let v1; v2; . . . be the sequence of nodes vacated in the phase, and let d be the distance
from v to the nearest red node at the time it is vacated. The sequence d1 ; d2 ; . . . is
non-increasing, and d1  D . Let i2 be the smallest index such that d 2  d1 =2; the
rst sub-phase ends with the vacation of v 2 01 and the second sub-phase begins with
v 2 . In general, the j th sub-phase, for j  2, begins at the smallest index i such that
d j  d j01 =2. Let S be the set of red nodes at the beginning of sub-phase j .
Divide the sequence of nodes vacated in the j th sub-phase into blocks of g successive
requests. Because the number of vacant blue nodes at any time is at most g , at least one
node of each block is marked by the time any node of any subsequent block is vacated.
Pick such a node for each block, and call it a rep. We bound the number of reps by 2M ,
and this will imply a bound of 2gM on the number of nodes vacated in the sub-phase.
Let r be the number of reps in sub-phase j . The number of nodes marked during the
subphase is at least r d j =2. This follows from the fact that when a rep is marked, the
next rep to be marked is at a distance of at least d j =2 from the set of marked nodes.
Also, at the beginning of the sub-phase the rst rep to be marked is at a distance of
at least d j =2 from the set of marked nodes. Thus, at least d j =2 new nodes are marked
between successive reps being marked.
We get that for any two reps u; v , the distance from u and v to any member of S is
greater than d j =2. Also, the distance between u and v is greater than d j =2. (The last
follows from the fact that the second of fu; v g to be vacated must be at distance greater
F AR;k
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than d j =2 from the rst, which is in the set of marked nodes by then.) The shortest
path then from any rep to S is at most d j and does not contain any other reps.
Imagine contracting S to a node; we now argue that a tree can be grown from S
whose leaves include at least half of the reps. Furthermore the size of the tree is no larger
than jS +1 0 S j. Thus if we expand S and take a minimum spanning tree of S , the size
of the expanded tree is no larger than jS +1 j which is no more than than k . To build the
tree, pick half of the reps. Consider the union of the shortest paths of each rep to S .
The set of nodes contained in the union has no more than r d j =2 nodes. Because none
of the paths contain any reps, each of the reps is a leaf of a spanning tree of the set. 2
We note that the bound cannot be improved by much in terms of M and D : it
is tight to within a constant factor on both the complete graph and the (k + 1)-node
cycle. The recent work of Irani et al.[10] shows that FAR achieves essentially the best
possible competitiveness on every access graph G. Their proof makes use of the vine
decomposition lower bound introduced in Section 2, thus establishing additionally that
the vine decomposition provides the best possible lower bound (to within a constant) on
c (G) for every access graph G.
For the special case n = k +1 we present another algorithm, which we call Two-Second
(TS), that does achieve a constant factor from optimal.
We describe TS using the same terminology used to describe FAR. TS is a marking
algorithm and proceeds in phases. Each phase of TS consists of two sub-phases. In the
rst sub-phase TS serves each request by vacating a blue node whose degree is not two,
if such a node exists. (The speci c node is selected arbitrarily.) The sub-phase ends
when all such nodes are red. At the end of this sub-phase all remaining blue nodes are
of degree two and hence can be partitioned (in a unique way) into node disjoint paths
connecting nodes of degree other than two. In the second sub-phase TS serves each
request by vacating the middle node of one of the current blue paths (chosen arbitrarily).
The second sub-phase ends when k nodes are red. For i = 1; 2, let r be the number of
faults in the ith sub-phase.
There exists a tree T such that r1 = O(j`(T )j). This follows from the following
graph-theoretic proposition [13].
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Proposition 30: Let n2(G) be the number of nodes of degree =
6 2 in a graph G. Then,

 G such that j`(T )j = (n (G)).
Proposition 31: Let P be the set of paths
consisting of the unmarked blue nodes at the
P
end of the rst sub-phase. Then r = O( 2P 1 + blog jP jc).

there exists a tree T

2

2

P
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Proof: Each request is served by the server at the mid-point of some path P 2 P .
The next fault is when this mid-point is requested. However, to request this node at
least half of the nodes on P have to be marked. The bound follows. 2
To prove that r1 + r2 is within a constant factor of optimal we use the lower bound
given by the vine decompositions of G. Taking the tree T of Proposition 30 as a tree in
a vine decomposition of G, there exists a vine decomposition (T; P ) that gives a lower
bound of at least r1 . Taking another vine decomposition whose set of paths P is the set
of blue paths at the end of the rst sub-phase, there exists a vine decomposition (T; P )
that gives a lower bound of at least r2 . Since the lower bound is given by the maximum
over all vine decompositions c (G) is (r1 + r2 ).
k

Theorem 32: For any G and k = n 0 1, c

T S;k

(G) is O(c (G)).
k

Again, since TS is a marking algorithm, we also have c
5.
5.1.

T S;k

(G)  k .

Extensions and further work
Directed graphs and structured program graphs

We now consider a class of directed graphs that captures the control ow of a program
(Example 3). A structured program graph is meant to model the access pattern generated
by an execution of a program written in a structured programming language. It is a
directed graph built from the following rules:
(i) There is a unique source node s and a unique sink t, and a directed path from s to t.
(ii) A structured program graph can be derived from another by attaching to a node v
in it a directed cycle C : we identify v and one node in C . This is to model loops in a
program (DO/WHILE loops).
(iii) Series/Parallel Composition: Two program graphs can be composed in parallel by
identifying their sources and sinks respectively to form a new program graph. This is
to model branching (IF/CASE statements). Two program graphs can be composed in
series: the sink of one is identi ed with the source of the other.
Notice that an arbitrary GOTO statement cannot be captured by such a graph. We
now present a variant of FAR which we call 2FAR, and prove that c2
(G) is within
a constant factor of c (G) for any structured program graph G provided every strongly
connected component of G has size at most k + O(1).
2FAR is also a marking algorithm; we describe it here for the case when every strongly
connected component of G has size at most k + 1, showing that it is optimal in this case.
F AR;k
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On a fault at node v , 2FAR decides which server at an unmarked node to choose as
follows. If there is a node u not reachable from v that has a server on it, it uses the
server at u. If not, let H be the maximal strongly connected component containing v ,
comprised of cycles C1 ; . . . C used in its inductive construction by rule (ii) above. Form
an undirected graph D each of whose nodes represents a cycle C , with an edge between
two nodes if the corresponding cycles share a node. Consider the sub-graph F of D
induced by those C that currently contain any blue nodes (borrowing the terminology
of Section 4). Rather than choose the server on the blue node at the greatest distance
from the set of currently marked nodes (as FAR would), 2FAR uses a two-stage process.
Call a node in F a peripheral node if it is not an articulation node in F . It rst selects
(arbitrarily) a peripheral node C in F ; this is the cycle from which it will bring the
server. Next, let u be the node of C linking it to the rest of F ; the server that is furthest
from the marked nodes is used. Notice that on a k + 1 node cycle, 2FAR is exactly MRU
(Most Recently Used).
Theorem 33: For any structured program graph G in which every strongly connected
component has size  k + 1, c2
(G) = c (G).
Proof: Since 2FAR always rst tries to use a server from a portion of the access graph
that is unreachable from the present request, we con ne our attention to the strongly
connected components of G. Let us focus on such a component C containing k +1 nodes,
k of which have servers on them (call the unoccupied node the hole). Note that when
the hole is on one of the loops in C , every node in that loop is requested before 2FAR
incurs a fault on that hole. This leads us to view each loop in C as a \super-node" that
is requested all at once in the request sequence. To this end we represent C as a tree T
in the following manner. There are two types of nodes in T , loop nodes and cut nodes.
There is one loop node representing each loop of C . There is one cut node representing
each node of C to which a loop has been attached by rule (ii) above in the synthesis of
structured program graphs. An edge in T exists between a loop node and a cut node if
the corresponding loop contains the corresponding node. Thus each leaf of T is a loop
node. At any time the hole resides in a loop of C , and we think of it as residing at the
corresponding loop node of T .
2FAR always keeps the hole at a loop node that is a leaf of T , moving it to a new
leaf of T on incurring a fault. Let ` be the number of leaves of T . It is easy to see now
(along the lines of Proposition 4) that the competitiveness of any deterministic on-line
algorithm is at least ` 0 1, and 2FAR achieves this bound. 2
Note that LRU cannot achieve this performance (because of the k + 1-node cycle).
It is possible to extend the above proof to show that on structured program graphs in
m
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which no strongly connected component has more than k + g nodes, c2
(G) is at
most gc (G). This is because 2FAR may incur g faults moving the hole from one leaf to
another. However, we suspect that the actual performance of 2FAR is better. Irani et
al.[10] have recently shown that a natural extension of 2FAR achieves a competitiveness
within a constant multiple of c (G) for all structured program graphs.
F AR;k
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k

5.2.

Randomized paging algorithms

We return to undirected access graphs. It has been shown [6, 18] that in the SleatorTarjan model, the competitiveness of the optimal randomized on-line paging algorithm is
H (the k th harmonic number) against an oblivious adversary [2]. Can one always hope
for such a dramatic improvement over deterministic algorithms? We show that when G
is the k + 1 node circle, no randomized algorithm can achieve a competitiveness better
than (dlog k e)=2. Thus randomization can help by at best a constant factor in this case.
We then show that a variant of the marking algorithm in [6] is within a constant factor
of the optimal randomized algorithm for the important case when G is a tree.
k

Proposition 34: No randomized paging algorithm achieves a competitiveness less than

dlog(k + 1)e=2 on the k + 1-node circle against an oblivious adversary.

Proof: By the von Neumann minimax principle [25], it suces to provide a prob-

ability distribution on input sequences on which the expected number of faults for any
deterministic on-line algorithm is at least dlog(k + 1)e=2 during a period when an o -line
algorithm makes only one fault. The sequence is generated in phases, each of which ends
when every node has been hit at least once in the phase (so that the o -line algorithm
incurs one fault in each phase). At the beginning of a phase, the sequence rst walks from
its present position to the point diametrically across the circle, choosing one of the two
ways of getting there equiprobably. From there, it proceeds to the mid-point of the nodes
yet to be hit in the phase, choosing equiprobably one of the two ways of getting there,
and so on. Thus on each of these dlog(k + 1)e=2 steps it causes the on-line algorithm to
fault with probability 1=2. 2
Let M = max 2 k+1 ( ) j`(t)j. The proof of the following theorem follows from [6].
t

T

G

Theorem 35: For any randomized algorithm R, c

R;k

(G)  H 01 .
M

Consider the following randomized marking algorithm for tree access graphs, which is
a variant of the algorithm in [6]. The algorithm proceeds in phases, as in all marking
algorithms. Let T be the tree formed by the set of nodes marked in the previous phase.
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Call a leaf L of T dead when the path from L to the set of nodes marked in this phase
has no servers on it. On a fault, pick a live leaf L at random and evict the rst server
on the path from L to the marked nodes.
Theorem 36: There is a constant b such that the above randomized algorithm achieves
a competitiveness of b log M on every tree access graph G, where M = max 2 k+1( ) j`(t)j.
t

T

G

Proof: Let g be the number of new nodes requested in a phase. We count faults in
T during the phase (there are only g other faults). When a leaf dies, it remains dead for
the rest of the phase. Thus the number of live leaves is non-increasing with time. Label
each evicted node with the name of the random (live) leaf that led to its eviction. Every
hole in T is labelled with the name of some leaf. After a leaf dies, no more holes are
labelled with the name of that leaf.
If ` is the number of live leaves at the time a hole is labelled, then the hole is labelled
with the name of any particular leaf with probability 1=`. Suppose that just before a
leaf L dies, the number of live leaves is `. Then the expected number of holes labelled
L is bounded above by g=`: There are at most g holes and each one is labelled L with
probability at most 1=`.
Let L be the ith leaf in T that dies. The number of faults the algorithm incurs
on Pnodes in T is at most the number of nodes in T that get labelled in the phase
 =1 Mg=(M 0 i + 1), which is at most a constant times g log M . 2
i

i

5.3.

Open problems

By Theorem 28, LRU is never more than twice as bad as FIFO. Theorems 9, 13, 21, and
24 show that LRU is often better. It would be worth removing the factor of two:
Open Question 1: Show that for all G and k , c

LRU;k

(G)  c

F I F O;k

(G).

We believe that 2FAR performs far better than our results suggest:
Open Question 2: For directed graphs, how close to c (G) is c2
near-optimal algorithm for all directed access graphs?
k

F AR;k

(G)? Is there a

The solution of the following questions appear to need a randomized variant of the
two-person game used in proving the vine-decomposition lower bound (Theorem 5):
Open Question 3: Is there a \universal" randomized algorithm that is close to optimal

on every G? Given G, what is a lower bound on the competitiveness of a randomized
algorithm against an oblivious adversary?
29
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